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THE OMEGA OF
PSI UPSILON
of the University of Chicago

Omega Chapter of Psi Upsilon Through
2 Years of the Pandemic

by Chuck Werner (1955)
It has been two years since you received a newsletter from us. We have been tremendously
affected by the Pandemic. Two years ago half of our active brothers went home for the spring
quarter.
At that point I wondered if we would ever be able to recover. But then a large number of our
brothers returned over the summer and we had the largest number of summer residents that
I can remember.
And now the Chapter has fully recovered. We just initiated 15 exceptional actives bringing
our total active membership to 65. When our spring pledge class is initiated, we expect to
have over 70 active members. The demand for membership in a high-quality fraternity has
never been better. We have provided details about our new brothers from last spring and
from this fall.
Continued on page 2 . . .
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. . . Continued from "Through 2 Years of the Pandemic."
We have done some research about our alumni who have advanced degrees beyond the
Baccalaureate. We are not finished with this research but believe that as many as 75% of
our alumni have advanced academic degrees. We have provided a list of alumni who have
doctorates in medicine. That list is probably incomplete. In future newsletters we will try
to list alumni who hold PhD’s and JD’s.
Some of our alumni know that I never attended the University of Chicago College but began
my career at the University as a student in the Graduate School of Business. The reason is
that my undergraduate studies were at Shimer College which was started as an experiment
to move the whole undergraduate college out of Hyde Park. Along with some of my Shimer
classmates, I came to Hyde Park, joined PsiU and became part of a small group that some
referred to as the "Shimer Mafia."
Finally, I hope you will all consider using the enclosed donation envelope to assure our
continued progress.
All the best and yitb,
Chuck Werner (1955)
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How Educated Are We
Some time ago we began a study to determine the answer
to this question. Of course, one answer is that almost all of

MEDICAL DOCTORS
AMONG US
Hillier Baker, 1944
Mark Beaubien, 1943

our alumni are graduates of one of the premier academic

Raj Bhorade, 1991

institutions in the world…The University of Chicago.

Kenneth Brooks, 1973

But we thought it would also be interesting to see what

David Caro, 1969
Manuel Chaknis, 1985

percentage of our alumni have academic degrees beyond a

David Charak, 1989

baccalaureate (bachelors) degree. We cannot be precise,

Fred Dietz, 1969

because many of our alumni have simply not identified any
advanced academic degrees that they hold. However, our
best guess at this point is that about 75% of our alumni
have advanced academic degrees.

Herbert Dyer, 1949
Sean Elliott, 1989
Donald Fink, 1955
Edward Foley, 1979
Robert Frazier, 1945
Sam Gray, 1962
Hubert Huebl, 1952

To pin the answer down further we thought it would be
interesting to develop lists of those alumni who hold a
doctorate of some sort. We decided to list medical doctors
(including those whose medical degree is not necessarily

Robert Israel, 1957
David Johnsen, 1979
Jerome Johnson, 1951
Robert Kang, 1986
Michael Kramer, 969
Paul Kramer, 1973

an MD), PhD holders (including maybe those with academic

Richard Kuhn 1954

doctorates that are not styled as PhD’s such as DD’s

Ralph Lazzara, 1955

(doctors of divinity)., and finally those holding JD’s (Juris

Richard Leck, 1955
Ashish Mahajan, 1994

Doctorates in law). We decided not to include honorary

Daniel Mass, 1971

doctorates although we have a few of those as well.

Robert McDougal, 1955
Cary Meyers, 1984
Zephron Newmark, 1971

So to begin, we herewith publish a first try at a list of

Harry Oleynick, 1956

alumni who we think are the medical doctors among us. If

Mark Ombrellaro, 1983

we have missed anyone, please let us know.

Paul Orsay, 1956
Robert Parsons, 1950
Krishna Ravella, 2014
Robert Rodnitzky, 1962
Arnold Shapiro, 1968
Jerry Tomasovic, 1961
Michael Vidas, 1974
Thomas Wilson, 1955
Ricard Woellner, 1953
Ruel Wright, 1970
Martin Zenni, 1982
Kenneth Zuckerman, 1984

"Circle Wide Boys and We'll Meet Above the Clouds."
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The "Shimer Mafia"
by Chuck Werner (1955)
In about 1950 the University of Chicago began to think about moving the entire University
College out of Hyde Park because of perceived neighborhood problems. They began an
experiment with a small college in Mt. Carroll Illinois, Frances Shimer College.
Frances Shimer College had been a women’s college (no men) and was established in 1853. It
had already been affiliated with the University of Chicago for quite some time.
The name of the school was shortened to Shimer College. Dr. Aaron Brumbaugh was hired as
president of Shimer. Dr. Brumbaugh had a long-standing association with the School of
Education at the University of Chicago and had been a friend of my father when my father
attended the School of Education.
Shimer’s arrangement with the University of Chicago was that
it would offer the identical Great Books program that the
University offered in Hyde Park. And grades would be based
on the same year-end comprehensive examinations that the

THE "SHIMER
MAFIA"
Robert Israel, 1957
Kent Karohl, 1958
Jim Kelly, 1955

undergraduates in Hyde Park would take. Those exams were

Nelson Kerr, 1955

offered at Shimer on the same dates that they were offered in

Paul Orsay, 1956

Hyde Park.
Eventually a number of Shimer students moved on to the
University of Chicago in Hyde Park to take graduate courses.
Seven of those students joined Psi Upsilon. And because they
joined in just a few years, the brothers nicknamed them the
“Shimer Mafia.”

June 2021 Graduates

Rex Styzens, 1959
Charles Werner, 1955
All of these seven brothers
obtained advanced
academic degrees. Two
became MD’s, two received
a JD, and one became a
minister.
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Spring 2021 Pledge Class
M aina Ngobia is a second-year double majoring in Business Economics and Data Science. He is
from Nairobi, Kenya and grew up in Toronto, Canada. Maina is interested in tech and
sustainable investing. He is also an active soccer player for the UChicago team.
Arya Sanjari is a second-year planning on majoring in Computer Science and Economics. He
was born and raised in Harare, Zimbabwe to Persian parents. His hobbies include tennis,
soccer, chess, and cooking.
Jack Vasilopoulos is a second-year majoring in Economics with a specialization in Data Science
and Mathematics. He is originally from Chicago, Illinois. He enjoys playing basketball and poker
in his free time.
Ferdinand Le Galcher Baron is a second-year majoring in Economics and Fundamentals. He
was born and raised in Paris where he went to a French Jesuit high school. He is a black belt in
karate and used to dance for the conservatory of Paris.
Phil Hogan is a second-year planning on majoring in Business Economics and minoring in
Computer Science. He is originally from Fairfield, Connecticut. He played the viola in high
school and he plays baseball for the University of Chicago team.
Lucas Pardo is a second-year planning on double majoring in Mathematics and Philosophy. His
family is originally Colombian and French but he grew up in London. Additionally, he is
interested in film and his hobbies include tennis and skiing.
.

Fall 2021 Pledge Class
Thomas Chang is a first year student with interests in economics, fine-arts, languages, and
computer science; his current major is undecided. Although he was born in San Francisco,
Thomas moved to Houston, Texas at a young age and has lived there ever since. He wrestles for
the University of Chicago and loves hanging out with his friends.
Jack McKay is a first-year planning majoring in Economics with a minor in Statistics. He was
born and raised in San Francisco. Jack is also a pitcher on the University of Chicago’s baseball
team. He is interested in finance and wants to pursue a career in the industry after graduation.
Jack Goldstein is a first year student majoring in psychology and business economics. He was
born and raised in Houston, TX. He is a middle infielder on the Uchicago baseball team. He also
plays the piano, guitar, and trumpet.
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Continued from . . . "Fall 2021 Pledge Class"

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Kirk Waller is a first-year planning to major in
Business-Economics. He was born in Houston,
Texas and was raised there his entire life. He
is on the baseball team at UChicago and has

Chuck Werner (1955), President & Treasurer
Adam Park (1993), Vice President
Dennis Waldon (1969), General Counsel
Jon Morse (2001)

played baseball since he was four. He loves

Gai Walny (2003)

listening to music and spending quality time

Mike Kirschenheiter (1977)

with his friends.
Richard Lu is a first-year planning majoring in
economics and is still undecided on a minor.

Eric Vazquez (2008), Secretary
Tom Lee (1984)
John Davey (1959), Honorary Trustee
Krishna Ravella (2014)

He is from Grand Rapids, Michigan and enjoys

Please contact the trustee email below if

visiting the Great Lakes in the summer. He is

you wish to volunteer to serve on the

also on the Uchicago baseball team as a
outfielder/pitcher.

Board.
Trustee Mailing Address:
2506 N. Clark Street, Suite 230,

Ryan Glasser is a first-year majoring in

Chicago 60614

economics. He was born in New York City and

Trustee Phone Number:

has lived in central New Jersey his entire life.

773-857-1603

He is a high jumper on the track team and
enjoys working out and hanging out with his

Trustee Email:
cpafraud@yahoo.com

friends.
Tommaso Forni is a first-year from
Washington DC, planning on Majoring in
Business economics and Statistics. His family
background is Italian, and he was born in
Rome, which he enjoys traveling back to
frequently. His hobbies include playing tennis,
soccer and sailing, and after college he wants

ACTIVE CHAPTER
Flavio Gualtieri, Archon
House Mailing Address:
5639 S. University, Chicago 60637
House Phone (President):
(312) 874-0862
House Email:
FlaviodomGualtieri@gmail.com

to pursue a career in Business/Finance.

Federico Cestero is a second-year majoring in economics. His mother is Italian, his father is
from Puerto Rico, and he was born in Bologna, but he grew up, mostly, in São Paulo, Brazil.
His hobbies include: basketball, soccer, skiing, history and would like to pursue a career in
Business.
Jason Asare is a first-year planning majoring in economics. He was born and raised in central
New Jersey his entire life. He is a sprinter on the track and field team at UChicago and his
hobbies include running, working out, and playing soccer with friends.
Alex Mosher is a first-year from Aspen, CO planning on studying economics. He was born in
DC and moved away at a young age to live abroad. He is an avid snowboarder and dirt biker,
and loves the mountains

